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ABSTRACT
Aims. The main theoretical problem for the formation of a Keplerian disk around Be stars is how to supply angular momentum
from the star to the disk, even more so since Be stars probably rotate somewhat sub-critically. For instance, nonradial pulsation may
transport angular momentum to the stellar surface until (part of) this excess supports the disk formation/replenishment. The nearby
Be star Achernar is presently building a new disk and offers an excellent opportunity to observe this process from relatively close-up.
Methods. Spectra from various sources and epochs are scrutinized to identify the salient stellar parameters characterizing the disk life
cycle as defined by Hα emission. Variable strength of the non-radial pulsation is confirmed, but does not affect the further results.
Results. For the first time it is demonstrated that the photospheric line width does vary in a Be star, by as much as ∆v sin i À 35 km s´1.
However, contrary to assumptions in which a photospheric spin-up accumulates during the diskless phase and then is released into the
disk as it is fed, the apparent photospheric spin-up is positively correlated with the appearance of Hα line emission: The photospheric
line widths and circumstellar emission increase together, and the apparent stellar rotation declines to the value at quiescence after the
Hα line emission becomes undetectable.
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1. Introduction
Be stars are rapidly rotating stars that form gaseous, circum-
stellar viscous decretion disks (see Rivinius et al. 2013a, for a
review). In order to form a viscous decretion disk and keep it
in existence, angular momentum must be supplied to the inner
part of the disk, which is then transported outwards by viscosity
(see, e.g., Haubois et al. 2012). It is generally considered that
Be stars rotate close to, but not at critical value, so that there
has to be a disk formation process acting on top of the rotation.
Since in many Be stars the disk is transient, either the forma-
tion or the dissipation process of the disk, or both, must be able
to vary with time in efficiency for a given star. Among the pro-
posed mechanisms for this is the pulsational build-up of excess
angular momentum in the upper photosphere that eventually “of-
floads” into a circumstellar disk (Ando 1986; Rogers et al. 2013;
Neiner et al. 2013). Such a mechanism should leave an imprint
on the photosphere by increasing the rotational line widths, usu-
ally expressed as v sin i, before the disk is formed/supplied with
angular momentum, and then should decrease as the disk forms.
To our knowledge, no observational results from searching for
such a phenomenon have been published.
The southern Be star Achernar (αEri, HD 10144) is the ap-
parently brightest Be star. The star is mostly classified as B3 V
or B4 IV, but sometimes as well as B6 V. Vinicius et al. (2006)
attempted to reconcile these discrepant spectral types and other
‹ Based on observations collected at the European Southern Obser-
vatory at La Silla and Paranal, Chile, Prog. IDs: 62.H-0319, 64.H-
0548, 072.C-0513, 073.C-0784, 074.C-0012, 073.D-0547, 076.C-0431,
077.D-0390, 077.D-0605, and the technical program IDs 60.A-9120
and 60.A-9036.
published parameter values by taking the rapid rotation of the
star into account, and derived a “surface mean effective tempera-
ture” of 15 000 K. Achernar’s rapid rotation is typical of Be stars,
but it is the only Be star for which the rotational flattening has
actually been observed (Domiciano de Souza et al. 2003). Domi-
ciano de Souza et al. (2012) revisited the star, and based on more
interferometric data confirmed the initial findings of Achernar
rotating at about 95% of the critical velocity. However, the de-
terminations of the actual projected rotational speed differ quite
widely: Vinicius et al. (2006) obtained v sin i “ 223˘15 km s´1,
while Domiciano de Souza et al. (2012) give 292˘ 10 km s´1.
Achernar is also known to be a non-radial pulsator, with a
pulsation frequency of F1 “ 0.775 c/d, which is both seen in
spectroscopy and photometry (Rivinius et al. 2003, and refer-
ences therein). A somewhat more detailed picture was obtained
by Goss et al. (2011) based on satellite photometry. They found
the above mentioned period to be stable in value and phase,
but in amplitude being correlated with the circumstellar activity
state, i.e., when circumstellar emission is present, the amplitude
is high. A stronger, secondary frequency F2, at a value about
10% lower, was found to be present only at times of circumstel-
lar activity, which is not atypical of Be stars (Štefl et al. 1998).
2. Observations
High-quality echelle spectra are required for the intended analy-
sis. The data sets available for this study (see Table 1) were ob-
tained with the instruments HEROS (Stahl et al. 1995), FEROS
(Kaufer et al. 1999), UVES (Dekker et al. 2000), and HARPS
(Mayor et al. 2003). Spectra taken after the year 2000 are avail-
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Fig. 1. Achernar Hα equivalent width 1999 to 2007. + for FEROS, ˆ for HEROS, l for HARPS, and ˛ for UVES. The mean value in diskless
state, 3900 mÅ, is indicated as dotted line, the mean uncertainty of ˘160 mÅ, estimated as RMS in diskless state, is shown exemplarily in the
lower right corner. Light grey triangles (Ĳ) are photometric amplitudes of frequency F1 taken from Fig. 4 of Goss et al. (2011). Solid disks (•)
mark the depth of the excess wing signature in He i 4471 (average of red and blue side, see also Fig. 3) in the mean difference spectra.
able from the ESO Science Archive Facility. HEROS technical
parameters, observing procedures, and data reduction are de-
scribed by Stahl et al. (1995), UVES and FEROS data were
reduced with the standard data reduction systems provided by
ESO, for HARPS the reduced data were obtained from the
archive. Some spectra were discarded for quality reasons or un-
suitable observing modes, e.g., HARPS spectra taken with io-
dine cell. See Appendix A for a discussion of stability over
several seasons and instruments. Hα equivalent widths were
then measured in each spectrum (Fig. 1). For the analysis of high
quality differences between the seasons, the spectra in each run
listed in Table 1 were averaged. Unity was added to the differ-
ence spectra, so that the continuum has a value of one instead
of zero.
3. Variations Relative to the Diskless State
3.1. Circumstellar Contributions
Strong emission lines have never been observed in Achernar (Hα
peak height always À 1.5 Fcont, see Vinicius et al. 2006), but
even these completely vanished between July and October 1999:
Spectra taken with FEROS in January, 1999 and May–July, 1999
with HEROS show weak emission in Hα only, which had fully
disappeared when the star was observed in January, 2000 with
FEROS again. The independent FEROS observations by Vini-
cius et al. (2006) were taken in October 1999 and confirm the
absence of any detectable disk. Taking the spectra of Jan. 2000
as photospheric reference, one can construct the differences to
test circumstellar contribution or photospheric change against
Table 1. Observations used in this work
Date range Instrument Coverage Resolv. # of
[nm] power spectra
Jan. 1999 FEROS 370–890 48 000 20
Jun./Jul. 1999 HEROS 350–860 20 000 43
Jan. 2000 FEROS 370–890 48 000 44
Oct./Nov. 2001 FEROS 370–890 48 000 16
Sep. 2002 FEROS 370–890 48 000 3
Sep.–Dec. 2003 HARPS 380–690 115 000 11
Jun. 2004 UVES 320–950 60 000 17
Sep./Oct. 2004 HARPS 380–690 115 000 6
Jan. 2006 UVES 380–500 60 000 60
Jun.–Dec. 2006 FEROS 370–890 48 000 45
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Fig. 2. FEROS 2000 (dashed, red in online version) and UVES 2006
(solid) spectra and their differences. Shown are a purely photospheric
line (He i 4388) and a line with circumstellar contribution (Ca ii 3933).
The temporal variance spectra for the 2000 and 2006 seasons are shown
for He i 4388 as well (arbitrary scaling). In neither season the pulsa-
tional power reached beyond ˘250 km s´1 (dotted lines). The CQE in
Ca ii 3933 is embedded in a shell absorption (plus the interstellar line),
but the additional absorption at high velocity is photospheric in both
lines.
this reference. By the end of 2001 a weak disk had started form-
ing (although in EW, Fig. 1, the new emission is balanced by si-
multaneous shell absorption, it is clearly seen in the difference
spectrum, see appendix B), that peaked in 2002, was almost
gone again by the end of 2003, and had completely vanished by
mid 2004. Thereafter there are no spectra until 2006, by when
a fully developed disk was present. It is interesting to compare
this evolution to the report by Goss et al. (2011): The photomet-
ric amplitudes of the two observed frequencies follow the same
pattern (see Fig. 1).
The spectra taken in 2006, towards the end of a disk forma-
tion phase, i.e., when the disk had reached maximum emission,
show some properties normally only seen in shell stars. The in-
clination values given by modeling („ 78˝ by Domiciano de
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Fig. 3. Temporal evolution of the differences w.r.t. the pure photo-
sphere state of 2000 (see as well Fig. 1). Data were averaged for each
observing epoch. In seasons with only few observing epochs (FEROS
2001, 2002, and HARPS 2003) residual pulsational profile distortions
are clearly seen in the line cores. Mg ii 4481 shows circumstellar ab-
sorption in HARPS 2003, UVES 2006, and FEROS 2006, similar to the
CQE seen in Fig. 2. Rest wavelengths of spectral lines are indicated with
a dashed line, excess wing signature depression marked with arrows.
Souza et al. 2012,„ 65˝ by Carciofi et al. 2007) are rather large,
but not equatorial, suggesting that Achernar might be a transition
case between clear shell and clear non-shell star. Indicators for a
shell-star nature of Achernar are 1) central quasi-emission com-
ponents (CQE, Rivinius et al. 1999), easily seen in Ca ii 3933
(see Fig. 2) and Mg ii 4481, and 2) differences from the photo-
spheric spectrum of 1999/2000 below zero in the center of lines
most easily affected by circumstellar material. The circumstellar
nature of these signatures is corroborated by comparison with
the modeled differences below, which, not counting the Balmer
emission, do not reproduce well the core of these, and only these,
lines.
3.2. Photospheric Variations
The largest circumstellar variations are present in 2006. Apart
from clear double peaked emission and shell absorption contri-
butions in the usual lines (Balmer, lowly ionized metals), how-
ever, there is a third type of difference, which is not restricted
to lines typically formed in the circumstellar environment, but is
seen in purely photospheric lines, too, like the He i lines in the
blue part of the spectrum (see Fig. 2 for He i 4388): In the UVES
2006 data, that line shows a shallower core, but excess wings,
not just deeper, but reaching out a bit farther than in 2000. In
other words, the photospheric line is broader in 2006 than it is in
2000. The excess wing signature is as well seen in Ca ii 3933 in
Fig. 2, at higher velocity than the circumstellar shell absorption.
The pattern visible in Fig. 2 is not only seen in all He i and the
Ca ii lines, but also in Mg ii 4481 (see Fig. 3), Si ii 4128/32 dou-
blet (see Fig. 4), and as well in C ii 4267, Fe ii 5169, Si ii 6347/71,
or, in short, in basically all lines detected in the spectrum with
a depth larger than a few percent, with the notable exception of
Si iii 4553. The changes of the Balmer wings seen in Fig. 4 are
probably real as well; they are consistently present in all Balmer
lines except Hα.
This excess broadening of all photospheric lines changes on
a time scale of months to years. The temporal evolution is shown
in Fig. 3: In all epochs the excess outer wings (see Fig. 2) are
deeper than in the diskless state observed with FEROS in 2000.
The lines are narrowest when the star has no circumstellar disk.
Indeed, the differences are quite small, there is almost no ex-
cess broadening in the HEROS 1999 data, and quite little in
the 2004 data, all with little to no sign of a disk. The excess
broadening is strongest, i.e., clearly seen deeper and wider line
wings, indicated in the difference spectra by “dents” at about
v ˘ 275 km s´1 of each line, when the disk strength is increas-
ing or steady (2001/2, 2006). When the disk strength is decreas-
ing, the excess broadening weakens (1999 and 2003). However,
as 2004 data show, the excess broadening can still be weakly
present when no disk emission or shell absorption can be de-
tected anymore.
3.3. Proof-of-Concept Modeling
Since the variation is present in almost all photospheric lines in
the same manner (Si iii 4553 can be explained by its polar forma-
tion locus), a change of the surface velocity field from epoch to
epoch is a strong possibility. The variable pulsation amplitude,
known from photometry, is one possibility. However, an inspec-
tion of the individual spectra does not support this hypothesis.
The pulsational variations shown in an RMS variation analysis
are well contained inside ˘250 km s´1 for the 2006 season, and
even within ˘220 km s´1 for the 2000 season. Since that means
there is no variability outside that velocity, this cannot cause ex-
cess wings observed between 250 and 300 km s´1 (see Fig. 2).
Pairwise differences between individual high-quality spectra do
as well not show any indication of the excess broadening to vary
as part of the clearly seen pulsational phase differences.
This variation of the excess broadening might instead come
from the photospheric rotational velocity field itself being dif-
ferent. As a proof of concept for this hypothesis a set of pho-
tospheric model spectra was calculated with Bruce3 (see Riv-
inius et al. 2013b, for a description and references). Model pa-
rameters were taken from published sources: Rpole “ 8 Rd,
i “ 78˝, Teff “ 15 000 K from Domiciano de Souza et al.
(2012), while the mass was somewhat increased from their value
of M “ 6.1 Md to M “ 8.1 Md to avoid the problem of inter-
polating equatorial local atmosphere parameters outside the grid
of model spectra available for Bruce3. It should be noted that the
models used are strictly models for the photospheric appearance
only, so that a higher mass does not affect luminosity, etc., as
it would in a model including the stellar interior. Only the local
gravity, the geometric distortion, and the amount of gravity dark-
ening are changed. Standard gravity darkening with β “ 0.25
was adopted (see Appendix C for a discussion of lower β).
Spectra were computed incrementing v sin i in steps of 5 km s´1,
from 250 to 300 km s´1.
Figure 4 shows the model spectrum for v sin i “ 250 km s´1.
At the scale of the figure, models computed with higher v sin i
look virtually identical. The difference spectra, however, exhibit
pronounced features, which are surprisingly close to the ob-
served ones, given that no sort of fitting beyond selecting an
appropriate ∆v sin i was attempted. The strongest discrepancies
between modeled and observed difference spectra are the above
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Fig. 4. As a proof of concept for a variable v sin i parameter, the differences of the FEROS 1999 and the FEROS 2006 to the FEROS 2000 spectrum
are shown. Below is the modeled spectrum (scaled by a factor of 1/15), calculated with a fixed Teff “ 15 000 K, β “ 0.25, v sin i “ 250 km s´1.
The model differences of ∆v sin i “ `35 km s´1 and ∆v sin i “ `10 km s´1 are shown between the observed ones.
identified circumstellar absorption/emission effects, which are
not included in the model. Equatorially formed lines, such as
singly ionized metals, are affected differently than helium lines
formed all over the star: In the equatorially formed lines, the
excess wings are very strong, but the core remains largely un-
altered, while both excess wings and line core change for He i
lines. The more polar Si iii 4553 line does not change at a de-
tectable level at all. The Balmer line wings, finally, are less deep
in the rapidly rotating model due to the lower equatorial grav-
ity. All this can be understood in terms of the formation regions
of the respective lines, as illustrated in Fig. 6 of Rivinius et al.
(2013a): The effects of varying v sin i are the strongest at equa-
torial latitudes. This as well explains why, contrary to classical
assumption, changes in v sin i do affect the equivalent width.
The observed time-dependent line broadening can be well
explained by variations of the (equatorial) rotational velocity.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
High-quality spectroscopy of Achernar has shown a variable
width of the photospheric lines. The width correlates with the
disk emission. The variation can be interpreted as a change of
the stellar rotation speed, and a proof-of-concept model with
∆v sin i ď 35 km s´1 matches the observations already reason-
ably well without parameter fitting. Such a velocity differential,
on top of 95% of critical rotation, could make quite a difference
for disk formation. However, the absence of a detectable spin-
up before the onset of disk formation, marked by photometric
amplitude increase in Fig. 1, puts constraints on models that
first transport angular momentum upwards into the outer pho-
tosphere, and then “offload” this angular momentum excess into
a circumstellar disk. Instead, the excess width correlates with the
presence and decay of the disk.
In a viscous disk scenario, “decay of the disk” actually means
that disk material is being reaccreted onto the central star. Even
in build-up and steady-state feeding phases, the very nature of
viscous angular momentum transport requires that some fraction
of the material in the inner disk is reaccreted. A temporary ac-
cretional spin-up of the equatorial surface region only is a pos-
sible hypothesis: The enhanced velocity is dissipated back into
deeper stellar regions after the reaccretion ceases, and the angu-
lar momentum required for disk formation may be taken from
such deeper seated regions instead of the photospheric surface.
In any case, current models for stellar photospheres do not
handle such a situation well. For instance, instead of keeping
Teff constant with the spin-up, one could as well keep either the
polar temperature or the luminosity constant; or implement an
equatorially enhanced differential rotation and correspondingly
modified local gravity/temperature values instead of a solid body
spin-up; or change the values of gravity darkening and/or equa-
torial temperature. However, to explore and lift these possible
degeneracies is well beyond the scope of this discovery report.
Since about January 2013 Achernar has been building up a
new disk from almost zero emission (T. Napoleão & R. Marcon,
priv. comm., 2013). With Achernar being the closest and appar-
ently brightest Be star, this offers a timely opportunity to ob-
tain dedicated observations, and to scrutinize whether the spin-
up is cause or consequence of disk formation. Similar findings
for other Be stars might be waiting for discovery in archival data.
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Fig. B.1. Hα difference profiles w.r.t. FEROS 2000 for all observing seasons. Telluric lines were not corrected for.
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Fig. C.1. Same as Fig. 4, with models computed for a fixed Tpole “ 16900 K and β “ 0.20.
Appendix A: Cross-Season and -Instrument Data
Using data from four different instruments, over about a decade,
in order to detect subtle effects might be problematic in terms
of stability and cross-instrumental effects. All are echelle spec-
trographs; HARPS, FEROS and HEROS are attached by fiber-
link, UVES is mounted on a gravity invariant Nasmyth plat-
form. The three ESO instruments are monitored, and partly ther-
mally controlled, for stability. All spectra were used in the he-
liocentric reference frame. The pixel sampling of the spectra is
from 0.1 Å (HEROS) over 0.03 Å (FEROS) down to about 0.01Å
(UVES and HARPS). This is much smaller than the width of
the observed variations, which are several tens of km s´1 even
for the most narrow ones, the high velocity “dents”. The ob-
served line depths differ by almost 2% of the continuum, at a
typical S {N of the average spectra of about 1000. The observed
effect is not systematically different between FEROS´FEROS
and OTHER´FEROS comparisons.
As the variations are well oversampled and have a consis-
tent appearance and evolution through all data sets, regardless of
instrument, a cross-instrumental/stability effect can be excluded.
Appendix B: The Hα Difference Spectra
To allow an assessment of the circumstellar disk strength inde-
pendent of the Hα equivalent width, the seasonal Hα profiles are
shown in Fig. B.1 in a similar format as given by Vinicius et al.
(2006) in their Fig. 12. In a shell star, the net effect of a weakly
developed disk on the overall Hα equivalent width can vanish
if, as happened in Achernar in 2001, the contributions from line
emission and shell absorption just cancel one another. Note as
well the unusual Balmer-line CQE seen in the FEROS 2001 and
somewhat more strongly in UVES 2004 data.
Appendix C: The Gravity Darkening Parameter
In the proof-of-concept model a gravity darkening value of
β “ 0.25 was used, even though lower values of β are typi-
cally derived observationally. We note that β “ 0.2 was adopted
by Domiciano de Souza et al. (2012), though not derived. The
model we use can compute spectra for different values of β, but
the current formalism to compute the corresponding stellar pa-
rameters, in particular Teff and L, has been derived with a fixed
β “ 0.25. For this reason, modeling with a fixed Teff is only
possible with β “ 0.25, a shortcoming that will be overcome in
a more detailed dedicated work. To demonstrate that the effect
does not vanish for a different β, we show models computed with
constant Tpole instead, for β “ 0.20 (Fig. C.1). Compared to the
models shown in Fig. 4, the “dents” are unaltered in Ca ii3933
and the Si ii lines, and slightly less pronounced in He i lines,
but still clearly present in He i 3927,4009,4121,4144. The most
significant difference is that the Balmer line wings are not re-
produced any more (and Balmer lines are generally stronger),
which, however, is an effect dominated by keeping Tpole fixed
rather than Teff , and unrelated to the value of β.
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